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what is the family video employment test like and how can - feather ali works at family video answered jan 8 2015 they
just changed the test to make it easier a month ago main thing is not much time to do math questions think quick and don t
longer on any one question too long it s kinda like a class placement test readin comprehension and some algebra be
professional and show good decision, so after applying at family video i just took their - so after applying at family video
i just took their clerical test and dear god and if you d like an example of the words in the second half of the vocabulary
section the one i distinctly remember leaving blank was vitiate because what the fuck does that even mean and why does
one need to know that for any job much less a customer service job at a video store there were at least a, family video
interview questions glassdoor - i interviewed at family video springfield mo in july 2012 interview submit application
resume online or in store called to schedule interview with store manager first interview with store manager scheduled
second date to take written test over math spelling filing systems and general knowledge that relates to position take test
and, family video aptitude test dec 08 2016 pissed consumer - family video review with 6 comments i was not concerned
about the test since i figured that it would cover things needed for the job some alphabetizing basic adding and subtracting,
family video employment test example - family video employment test example family video employment test example in
this site is not the similar as a answer calendar you buy in a compilation store or download off the web our higher than 6 703
manuals and ebooks is the defense why, what questions are on the family video test answers com - does family video
require a pre employment drug test yes i went in for an interview at family video in livonia mi and they told me i could
comeback the next day for a drug test or hinted i should stay home if i have doubts, career opportunities family video career opportunities we are the largest movie and game rental chain in the united states we operate more than 775 family
video stores in 19 states and canada and we are opening more all the time our entrepreneurial spirit is what makes family
video grow
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